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Spyderco Manix

Hello,

the Manix is a Spyderco folder which is overbuilt far beyond top reliability.

length overall

8 13/16" (224 mm)

blade length

3 3/4" (95 mm)

blade steel

CPM-S30V

length closed

5 1/16" (129 mm)

cutting edge

3 1/4" (83 mm)

weight

6.1 oz (174 g)

hole diameter

9/16" (14 mm)

blade thickness

5/32" (4 mm)

handle material

G-10

The blade: Full flat ground with a confortable choil ! The steel: S30V, a stainless steel with an attitude. 'caus it has
been made for cutlery, supervised by Chris Reeve who dares to grind fixed blade with it. These flat ground blade
which are Spyderco trademark are really efficient ! With some patience (a lot) you can also "deshoulder" them and
obtain a more or less convew grind !!! Again be creative to suite your need.

The handle: Ah! Like any handle, this is something you need to try to see if it fits you but, trust me, you won't find any
hotspot. The clip can be ditched and even better there is 4 ways to attached it to suit you !

The lock: good old reliable front lock but with steroid amino eggs protein everywhere on it. You can try to spin whack it
for hours with no results.

The Manix is a Keep It Super Simple design with only one word in mind: reliable !!!

You got a folder with stainless steel liner and a bank vault lock and a maximum polyvalent blade like only the Golden
Colorado Plant of Spyderco knows how to grind !

The use in the woods: I know one thing: put the Manix in charge of camp cutting chores and you won't be
disappointed. Even use it as a light chopper ! This folder wants to behave like a fixed blade so treat it like it should be
treated ! Its reliability can only be measured in the tasks. One more time Spyderco offers us a user and this one is
also a beauty. The weight and the feeling of confidence are something you need to to experiment. "Confidence" this
another word made for the Manix. Holding it, you know you got a folding knife in your hand which won't let you down
despite all, the harsh treatment you will put it in through.

My two cents: don't bother to send the G10 handle if you feel them to grippy. Also try all the different clip place. Each
got there own strenght. And ditch it if you want to carry it in a pouch. Be creative adjust you tool to your need.

The Manix is a mega strong folder beyond your expectations. One of the jewels to offer to your grand children on your
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Spyderco Manix
last day on earth.

Cheers

JM
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